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Measurement of the r Leptonic Branching Fractions in DELPHI
Mogens Dam
l.'niversity of Oslo
NORWAY
A preliminary measurement of the T leptonic branching Tractions from the DELPHI experiment at LEP is
presented. The analysis is based on about 25.000 2° -+ r r " events observed in 1991 and 1992.
+

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Precise measurements of I he branching fraelions of tau decays to leptonic final states
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can be used to lest lepton universality in the
.-harged weak current. In this report, new preliminary results on these decay modes are presented. The measurement is based on an analysis
of about 25.000 Z° -> r r " events observed in
the DELPHI detector at I.F.P in 1991 and 1992.
+

sidered for identification greatly reduced harmful
backgrounds. Finally, the leptoiiic decays were
identified.
The performance of the identification procedures was checked extensively not only using
Monte Carlo simulation but as far as possible using physics channels well identified in the data
from kinematic constraints. Examples of such
channels were Z° decays to electron or miion
pairs, and -j7 interactions. Furthermore, the detector response to the various particle types was
studied in detail by exploiting the redundancy existing between different components of the detector.

2. M E T H O D
The branching fraction for the decay of the tau
lo Icptou / was calculated according to the expression

where .Yj is the number of identified lep tons, <\
and b the corresponding identification efficiency
and background fraction, respectively; N is the
number of tan decays considered for identification. b the corresponding background fraction;
(p'/'V '
ratio of the tau selection efficiency
for the decay channel r —v Ivv and the overall lau
.selection efficiency or in other words the relative
enhancement of this decay mode due to the tau
selection.
The selection of pure samples of leptonic tan
decays proceeded in three stages. Firstly, a reference Maniple of 7, decays to tan pairs wax w\rr\n\ Secondly, strict channel specific requirements on the hemisphere opposite u> I lie one cont
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3. T H E DELPHI D E T E C T O R AT LEP
The DELPHI deteclor and its performance
is described in detail elsewhere [I]. Here a
brief summary of the barrel part of the detector, defined as the polar angular region satisfying
|cosØ| < 0.V31, is presented.
3.1. Tracking
The principal device for the reconstructi«r. f
charged particle trajectories in the 1 .2 Tesla magnetic field was the Time Projection Chamber
(TPC) extending radially from .'12 to ! I6Vm. The
information from the TPC was supplemented bj
very precise spare point information from a three
layer silicon microslnp vertex detector (VI)) at
radii between 6 and 11 cm and from a cylindrical drift chamber (ID) positioned between tin- \T>
and the TPC. Located outside the King Imaging
Cherenkov counter (HICH) at a radius of 20") cm.
the Outer Deteclor (OP), consisting of liv.- layer»,
of drift tubes, provided a prfcihc rne;iMin'nirnl of

2
the az i] nut hal coordinate. The measured momen
tum resolution was Sp/jr = 8 x 1 0 f J e V .
- 4
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3.2. Calorimetry
The High-density Projection Chamber (UPC)
provided high granularity information on elec
tromagnetic showers. Shower starting points
were reconstructed with a precision belter than
I ctri allowing a precise association of showers to
charged tracks. The energy resolution was found
to be 32%/V/L'(GeV) .f< 4.4%.
The Hadroii Calorimeter (1ICAL), consisting of
streamer tubes interleaved with the iron of the
magnet return yoke, provided an energy rcsolufion for hadrons of about H0%/v7-'(CeY). ],
was read out in 4 layers in depth with a granu
larity of about 3 x 3 degrees.
3.3. Particle; Identification
In addition to (he particle identification ca
pabilities provided by the calorimetry, dedicated
instrumentation for particle identification was
available.
Whereas information from the RICH counters
was not. used in the analysis, extensive use was
made of the measurement of the specific ioniza
tion in the '1 PC, which with up to 192 samples
provided a dE/dx measurement with 6.1% resolul ion. and of the information from the union cham
bers providing three-dimensional information on
unions penetrating the IICAL.
4. T+T-

REFERENCE SAMPLE

The decay of the Z" into •* tau pair is charac
terized by two low multiplicity, highly collimated
back-to-back jets consisting of charged and neu
tral particles. The undetected neutrinos from
the tan decays lead to significant missing energy.
These characteristics Were exploited for (he selec(Krri of a reference sample of tan pairs.
The DK1.PHI trigger system, which is based on
highly redundant signals from various detector el
ements, provided a trigger efficiency of essentially
100% for tau pair final stales
As a initial step of the selection, events were
separated utlo hemispheres by a plane perpen
dicular to the thrust axis, which was cnleulaled
lining charged tracks It was required that at least

Table 1
Characteristics of the r r ~ reference sample
Number of selected events
-25,01)0
Selection efficiency in "ITT
53%
Selection efficiency inside barrel
82%
Backgrounds: Total
2.8%.
e e " fc ( e e ~ ) r e 1.8%
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one of the two leading tracks (highest momentum
track in a hemisphere) lie within the barret re
gion of the detector. Poorly recons1.ruel.ed events
were excluded by demanding at least one track
per hemisphere. Most cosmic rays were rejected
by requiring that both leading I racks had a point
of closest approach to the center oT the interac
tion region of less than 4.5 cm along the beam
axis and of less than 1.5 cm in the plane perpen
dicular to the beam axis. Requiring additionally
that the two leading tracks were separated by 'ess
than .'} cm along the direction of the beam axis
at their closes! approach to the interaction point
exploited the tuning information of the TPC to
remove remaining cosmic ray events not arriving
at the nominal collision time.
The majority of Z" decays to hadruns were re
moved by requiring a maximum of six charged
tracks originating from the interaction region and
a minimum angle between any two I racks in op
posite hemispheres exceeding 160°. Two-photon
events were excluded by requiring a lotal energy
in the event (sum of neutral electromagnetic and
charged energy) exceeding 8 CeV and a lotal
transverse momentum of charged tracks exceed
ing 0.4 CeY\
Most decays of the Z" l o e + e " h ) mid ;i ;i"(->)
final slates were excluded by requiring that the
event acol linearity exceed 0.5° and lliat ihe I wo
variables p j = \/p? + l'i " d '-V.i<i = s/^'-l + '-?
both be less than Die beam energy. Mr-re the vari
ables p n and / i |
were, for hemisphere | ('/).
the momentum of the leading lrack and ihe total
electromagnetic- energy inside a 3(1° cone about
this Hack, respectively
With an efficiency of Kl'% within I lie angular
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acceptance, these criteria selected about 2o,000
events from the 1991 and 1992 data. The to
tal background of 2.8% was dominated by 7? de
cays into electron pairs which together with elec
tron pairs from -77 collisions totaled 1.8%. At
().')% muonic type backgrounds were less ahiitidanl. The main characteristics of the lau pair
reference sample are -.summarized in Table 1.

Table 2
Final sample for r - • <?i/v s t u d y
Number of r decays
4JT selection efficiency

<r'/<r'
I3ackgrounds: Total
e+e(c+e-)e

r

:n.:i2. >
:M.8%.

99.2o ± 1.20%
l.;li ±0.40%
11.19 ± 0 . 1 2 %
U.Ua±0.02%

5. T H E D E C A Y r -> v.uu
5.1. Final t a u dt*e.ay s a m p l e
To lie able to exclude as much of the back
ground from Z° decays to electron pairs as pos
sible, the leading track in both hemispheres was
required to point to a region with good HI'C per
formance. Following this, it was required that
the total deposited energy in the hemisphere op
posite to the on»' considered for identification did
riot exceed Ilri.Ji (!e\\ In regions close to bound
aries between \IP(' modules the energy deposited
in tl -• first layer of the HCAL was included in the
sum of (lie electromagnetic energy.
Kii'i-tfon background from 7 f interactions was
I'lfeelivi'ly reduced by requiring I he ilh'fds of
l In- opposite hemisphere track to be inconsistent
with that of an electron in events with only I wo
charged tracks both softer than 9 (ieV.
An optimal UPC performance for thr ehvtron
identification was ensured by requiring tin- part 1• - !•- impact 011 the calorimeter surface (ode further
aw.-iv than 0..V from the center of an aziuiut hal
boundary between liPC modules. It was further
more asked thai the ionization in the 'IPC was
recorded by a minimum of .'(8 sense wires. Tins
lead to a '1.1% loss of tracks around the boundary
regions between the six azinnithal TI'O sectors,
air! was well described by the Monte Carlo siniiiUlmu
Details of the selected tail decay sample are
presented in Table 2 The Helection procedure
h-d to a relative suppression of the electron de
cay mode with respect to the overall sample «if
I) 7."> ± 1 'lto A The dominant contribution to the
uncertainty resulted from I he loss of tracks close
Ui (he boundaries between IPC sectors
I In1 urued 011I to be slightly larger for electron- than
f<<r nih'v pariiclea
The uncertainly was esti

mated from the stability of ihe identified elec
tron fraction when the dllficull regions were ex
cluded and from a separate study of badly mea
sured I racks.
5.2. E l e c t r o n Identification
The main ingredients for the electron identifi
cation were dli/di. the ionization measurement
in the TPC. and /•.'/;>. ihe ratio between the elec
tromagnetic energy deposition in Ihe Ill'C and
the track momentum. For both quantities pull
variables were construcled based on the measured
value of Ihe variable in question, its resolution,
and its expectation based on the electron hypo
thesis. The poll variables. H'^yjj. and ll/ y , re
spectively, were defined ;us I lie signed number of
standard deviations by which the measured value
differed from its expectation. For dl-.'/ils use was
made also of II iKjdr the pull variable basci) on
the pton hy pot li.
For a (ait decay to be identified as .111 e|eejp>»
It was required that the hemisphere contained a
single charger! track with momentum exceeding
I) 111 CeY As an initial step <>f the ideni ification
tlEfdx was asked to be compatible wild thai of
an electron by requiring lhat W .-, be greater
than - 2 . This reduced significantly the back
ground from hadrous and unions, especially at
low momentum, wnh a very low loss of signal A
high idenlilication efficiency, over 1 he whole mi,
llientuin range was ensured by a logical OH of I wo
independent selection criteria based on /-.'//' and
ii/-;/i/j\ respective!.*
:
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• Particles with momentum greater than
'l'\ (ieV which di'po-iti'd an elect romaniietic euerg\ mairlmig tin- track uioiiuiil 11111
were retained as ileclroii candidate* lo al
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Figure 1. P u l l variable l l ^ u / j j . for a) electron tost sample, b) hadron tosi sanipio, and r ) after a l l other
electron identification c r i t e r i a had been applied. Points w i t h error bars show real d a t a . T h e Hill line
shows the simulated d a t a . T h e hatched area shows the background f r o m hadronic l a u decays.
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Figure 2. P u l l variable l l / . ; / for a) electron lest sample, b) hadron tost sample, and <-} after all other
electron i d e n t i f i r a t i o n c r i t e r i a had boon applied. T h e discrepancy in tlie U P C response l o hadrons is
clearly visible. Points w i t h error bars show real d a t a . T h e f u l l line shows the .simulated data
The
11,itched area shows the background from hadronic tan decays.
p

low for a d d i t i o n a l energy deposited by photon», candidates were retained even if lite
energy exceeded the track m o m e n t u m . It
was required t h a t I I f ; / > —'I.
P

• Particles w i t h m o m e n t u m less t h a n 23 (»rV
which left an ionization vlmrly
exceeding
t h a t of a massive particle like a hadron or a
muon were retained a» electron candidates
I( was required (hat H ^ . , ^ > .'i

To ro^Juce a residual background f r o m liadroiiu'
tau decays, candidates w i t h associated energy beyond the first I K ' A I. layer were excluded
Furthermore, i t wa.** required t h a t no electromagnetic
neutral inside a 18° cone around t l v Irack had
an energy exceeding •! C!eV. N e u t r a l showers situated in the track plane on the outside of the
track curvature were assumed l o originate f r o m
hrenisslrahhing and were excluded f r o m this n-
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Figure 3. Momentum spectra of identified decays. Points with error barn show the real data. The
full histogram shows the simulated data with mis-identified hadroiiic tau decays and backgrounds from
non-lau sources shown in light and dark hatched, respectively.
(jiiiremcnt.
The performance of the identification criteria
were studied in detail using test samples from
the data. The efficiency at the higher and lower
momentum regions was obtained from samples of
electron pairs from 2° decays and 77 collisions,
respectively. In the intermediate momentum re
gion, the redundancy between I he dEfdx and the
/•,'//> identification criteria enabled a precise deterr.'.ination of the efficiency of each of the two.
Tin' combination of these to get the overall ef
ficiency relied on the assumption confirmed by
the .simulation that the dEfdx and E/p identifi
cation criteria were uncorrected from an instru
mental point of view. The probability for misidenlifying a hadron as an electron wan likewise
estimated by exploiting the redundancy between
dE/dr and the calorimetry. In addition, exten
sive use was made of a test sample of badron
tracks from lau decays to p and ai final states,
which were selected by tagging ir°'n in the Hl*(*.
A discrepancy was found in the response of the
[(('(' to hadron* between the simulated and flic
real data The background estimate from the sim
ulation was corrected correspondingly and an ap

propriate systematic uncertainty assigned.
Figures 1 and 2. respectively, show the pu|]
variables \ ^
and W^fp f°r
samples of
electrons and nadrons. Apart from the mentioned
discrepancy in E/p for hadrons, good agreement
was found between real and simulated data. Also
shown are the two variables after all other iden
tification cuts find been applied
The background from electron pairs was esti
mated from a study of events with identified elec
trons in both hemispheres. This and a visual scan
of events in which the electron candidate moiiu-ntum exceeded !((j.5 GeV showed that the Monle
Carlo simulal ion underestinialed the background
from Z° decays to electron pairs by about a fac
tor two. The background from 77 interactions
was well described by the simulation
With an efficiency of 90.92 ± O.SW'Jf and n lotal
background of 3.46±0.879( of which 2.15±0 50%
were from hadronic tau decays and 1 SI ± I) Tl'X
from non-Ian sources, mainly e e ~ final states.
50-"JU electron candidates were identified
The
momentum spectrum of the identified decays is
shown ill Figure il (Jowl agreement with the MIM
ulated data, which is also shown. was obwru-d
l P s t

E / l l r
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C. T H E D E C A Y r -* puD
C.l. F i n a l t a u decay s a m p l e
Tlic background from final state union pairs
remaining after the preselection was reduced by
a sot of criteria based on a loose union tagging
in the hemisphere opposite to the one considered
for identification. Any track seen in the niuon
chambers or in the outer layer of the hadron
calorimeter was considered a loose union candi
date. Ciivcn a loose union candidate in the oppo
site hemisphere it was required that i) its momen
tum was less than 'XI (ieV and ii) the momentum
of tin- track considered for identification was less
than :ir>.5 (ieV. The second criterion, which was
aimed at reducing the background from radiative
Z° decays, produced a well understood step in the
union selection efficiency.
Muon background from 17 interactions was re
duced by requiring, in the case of a loose muon
candidate in the opposite hemisphere, at least
one track in the event with momentum exceed
ing J CeV.
The cosmic ray background was significantly
reduced by a tightening of the vertex constraints
described in Section *1. It was required that at
least one of the two leading tracks had a point of
closest approach to the center of the interaction
region of less than O.II rin in the plane perpen
dicular to the beam axis. Furthermore, in events
with a single charged track in both hemispheres,
the two tracks were required to be separated by
less than 2 cm along the beam direction at their
point of closest approach to the interaction re
gion
I'in ally, to ensure optimal detector perfor
mance, the track ronsidered for identification was
required to lie within the polar angular region
given Iiy 0 0:i5 < |cos0| < 0.7:H
Del ails of the selected tan sample are presented
in Table 11 The selection procedure led to a rela
tive enhancement of the muon decay channel with
respect to the overall sample of 7 71 ± 0.889?
Here the uncertainly from track losses wan much
smaller than in llie electron case Other contri
butions were estimated by considering the inner
lauiticM 111 scale mid resolution of the variable-,
entering into the definition of the sample
(

Table 3
Final sample for 1
Number of r decays
4TT selection efficiency
Backgrounds: Total

C'osinie rays

41,122
•17.5%
107.71 ± 0 . « 8 %
1.87 ±0.62%
0.07 ± 0.03%
0.04 ± 0 . 0 1 %
(1.04 ± 0 . 0 1 %

C.2. M11011 identification
Fora tau decay to be identified asa muon it was
required that the hemisphere contained a single
charged track with momentum exceeding ;t (JeV.
The latter requirement was necessary in order to
make sure a muon would penetrate through the
JK'AL to the union chambers and thus allow iden
tification. For the identification of the particle as
a muon it was asked that it was observed in the
union chambers or in the outer layer of the IK "A I..
Further rejection of liadrouic lau decays penetrat
ing deep into the HCAI, was ensured by asking
the energy deposition in the HCAI. to be consis
tent with that of a minimum ionizing particle; it
was required that the average HCAI- energy depo
sition per active layer did not exceed '.I (!eV. With
a very modest loss of efficiency this requirement
removed about two thirds of the remaining back
ground. Hatlronic lan decays in which an isolated
charged hadrou was accompanied by one or more
Jr"'s or interacted in the UPC were further ex
cluded by requiring a maximum of 1 ( H-V neutral
electromagnetic energy inside a 18* cone around
the charged track and a maximum of 3 (leV elec
tromagnetic energy associated to the track
The study of the identification criteria followed
closely the procedure outlined for llie electron
channel At I he higher and lower momentum re
gions the efficiency was obtained from sample* of
union pairs from Z° decays and *n collisions, re
speclively From the t,iu dala lliernsclves. a clean
union sample was selected by strict requirements
• ni the oliserved hit pattern 111 the union < ham
Lers only From this sample ihc ••lfi< ie,„ •> uf all
ideiilllicalloll c r i t e r i a except I he •>!)•' Ill\ I>1\ lllg I lie

muon chamber^ w a.- nlilaiued

Sun • the IIIIKHJ
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Table '1
Statistics, e(Ticiencies and backgrounds. The no
tation corresponds to that of Equation I.
r —• ei/v
r -+ fivi>
AV
31,325
41.122
<fftf
0.9925±0.0120
J.077J ±0.0088
b
0.0131 ±0.00-10
0.0187 ±0.0062
.V,
5,059
6,586
(•,''
0.9092 ± 0.0093
0.8554 ± 0.0075
b
0.0346 ± 0.0U87
0.0392 ± 0.00-16
r

Table 5
Summary of relative uncertainties fin %)
r —t evi> 7" - ^ fll/l>
Statistics
1.29
1.13
0.82
1.21
Tau selection
0.65
0.70
Non-r background
0.87
1.02
Identification efficiency
O.-fl
0.51
Internal background
Total systematics
1.42
1.80

t

chamber efficiency Wfis found to l>e constant over
I lie ulioli- momcriftmi range, the overall efficiency
could thus be obtained. The probability for misidentifying a hadron a s a niiion was obtained from
(lie previously mentioned test sample of charged
hadrons from tan decays, which were selected by
tagging JT°'S in the

UPC.

The cosmic ray background remaining in the
identified sample was estimated by an interpola
tion <rf I he rale from outside the tight vertex cuts.
Backgrounds from muon pairs were found to be
well described by the simulation.
With an eflicieney of 85.54 ± 0.75% and a total
background of 3.92±0.10% of which 3.20±0.40 X
were from had ran ir ta.i decays ami 0.72 ± 0.22%
were from non-taii sourrrs, (5586 union candidates
were identified. The momentum sprot ruin of the
identified decays is shown in Figure 3. <iood
agreement with the simulated data was observed
The largest single drop in efficiency arose from
I he requirement that the track momentum ex
ceeded 3 CeV necessary in order to ensure that
the nmofi would penetrate to the muon chambers.
The identification efficiency for tracks satisfying
tins requirement was 94 54 ± 0 72%.
l

7.

=
-

-£ = 0.9720 ± 0.017 (slat) ± 0.020 (syst).

(

•^ = 0.0097 ±0.0131.

(7)

Assuming e /j universality the exclusive
branching fraction results can be combined to ob
tain the average tnasslcss leptonir branching frac
tion
y

V

17 51 ±D23(;dat) ± 0 31 (sysi) A (I)
17 02 ± 0 [9 (*ial) ± 0 21 (syst) A ('>)
V

(«J

Here a 20% correlation of the systematic uncer
tainties, arising from the tan selection ami the
non-tau background, has been accounted for. The
result is in excellent agreement with the theoreti
cal expectation of 09726. where the small excur
sion from unity is due to Ihe mass of the union.
Expressed in terms of the \Ylp couplings I fie re
sult reads

H, = 17.50 ± 0.15 (slat) ± 0 20 (syst) 'A

RESULTS

The lepionie branching fractions wen* derived
from the main figures of the analysis nuimiiarized
in Table I
R
//„

A breakdown of the systematic uncertainties is
presented in Table 5. The uncertainty of the tan
polarisation in 7° decays was found to have a
negligible effect. The results are in agreement
with the current world average values [2]. They
also agree with previously published results from
DELPHI based on data from 1990 [3] but. are
more precise by a factor 2.7.
A test of e ;/ universality in the charged weak
current can be performed from the ratio of the
union and electron branching fractious

(K)

Combining this result with the current DKI.IMff measurement of tin- tan lifetime [4] r, =
295 2 ± -I 2 fs allows ;i test of fi r -inversahly in
llie charged weak current based o i llir relation

8
Here the numeric factor deviates slightly from
unity due to radiative effects and due fo the fi
nite mass of the W boson [5]. Using the new
very precise BES determination of the tan mass
i/i = 1776.96+0 25 MeV/c presented at this con
ference [6] it is found that
2

T

^

= 0.9837 ±0.0097.

(10)

where the uncertainty is composed of equally
large contributions from the lifetime mid I he
branching fraction measurements, and win-re the
uncertainty from the tan mass is by now negli
gible. The .small deviation from universality of
about 1.7 standard deviations cannot be consid
ered significant and is not generally conlirineil by
other experiments [7].
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